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【 Op e n in g F a ll 2 0 2 2 】 “V IS ION G LA MP IN G R eso rt & S p a Y am a n a ka k o ”
F u lly p riv a te g la m p in g r o o m s in a b ea u tifu l lo ca tio n fa c in g Mt. F u ji , 9 0 m in u te s
fr o m T o k yo . R e g istr a tio n sta rt fo r a d v a n c e reserv a tio n n o tice.
This autumn, Vision Inc. (Headquarters: Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, President and CEO: Kenichi Sano,
hereinafter “Vision”), will open our unique, fully private glamping facility, “VISION GLAMPING Resort
& Spa Yamanakako” in Yamanakako Village, Yamanashi Prefecture.
Prior to the opening, we would like to announce that starting today we will begin accepting registrations
(LINE) for advance reservation information.
Our first “VISION GLAMPING Resort & Spa” location, Koshikano Onsen (Kirishima City, Kagoshima
Prefecture), is the first glamping facility in Japan* to feature an outdoor hot spring bath in every private
room, and this new facility will open in Lake Yamanakako with an even more advanced concept, facilities,
and services. We look forward to your continued patronage.

*According to what Stella Associates stated in December 2021, a private glamping space has the functions (bed, toilet, bath, and dining area)
required of a hotel for each customer and everything is invisible from the outside.

「VISION GLAMPING Resort & Spa Yamanakako」
1385-43 Yamanakaji Kurikibayashi, Minamitsuru District, Yamanakako Village, Yamanashi
Website: https://vision-glamping.com/yamanakako
⚫

Registration for advance reservation notice (free)
LINE https://lin.ee/9gvOIxj

Once the opening date has been finalized, we will send out an advance reservation notice through LINE
to those who have registered prior to the general reservation availability. We would like to take this
opportunity to invite you to register.
⚫

Concept
A space where you can have a pleasant moment no anywhere, anytime.
We want to provide an extraordinary time through the experience of staying at Lake Yamanaka, surrounded
by nature, especially Mount Fuji.
We have created a new glamping space that anyone can feel comfortable in.

⚫ Special features
1. A resort close to the center of Tokyo
Just 90 minutes from Tokyo. It is also 5 minutes from an expressway exit. The facility is located in a
special place close to the city.
2. A rare location where all rooms have a view of Mt. Fuji
All rooms can view Mt. Fuji throughout the four seasons. This is a rare location unique to Lake
Yamanaka at the foot of Mt. Fuji.
3. “Private glamping” for a stay without worrying about the outside world and a water bath using fresh
water sourced from Mt. Fuji.
Each room is surrounded by a threshold with independent domed tents and houses set up in a space
that emphasizes privacy and is equipped with an outdoor bath, tent sauna, and water bath using fresh
water sourced from Mt. Fuji. An all-weather private space is implemented.
4. Pet-friendly rooms available
Even dogs that are sensitive to strangers and unfamiliar spaces can enjoy a relaxing stay. Pets are family,
too. Please spend the best time (experience) together.
5. Ample space for your stay
Each room has a large space of over 150 square meters. This extra space makes your stay special and
allows you to feel more at one with nature.
6. Minimal contact with staff
We will make full use of various IoT technologies to support a comfortable stay by reducing human
contact.
7. Already prepared barbecue and locally produced, locally consumed meals
Food and beverages are provided in each room. We are working to provide a full range of services to
ensure a convenient and complete stay.
8. Activities in the Mt. Fuji and Lake Yamanaka area
Lake Yamanaka is located in the heart of the great outdoors, starting with Mt. Fuji. During your stay,

you can enjoy not only each aspect of your room but also a variety of nature and activities.
⚫

Room features
Each room is equipped with all the necessary facilities so that you can spend your time in a completely
private space.
We dare not create a shared space and have created a complete line of communication without meeting the
staff, so you can enjoy your precious time in our carefully designed private space while feeling the
magnificence of Lake Yamanaka at the foot of Mt. Fuji.
PRIVATE A completely private and all-weather glamping space for you and your loved ones
Over 150 square meters of private space is reserved exclusively for you. The private space is completely
separated from the surrounding area. Glamping is truly an experiential lodging facility where you can enjoy
the freedom of the outdoors and the luxury of a hotel at the same time, while still being able to spend your
time freely.
It is also designed as a facility that can be used comfortably in any weather, including rainy days and days
with extreme temperature fluctuations.

*The pictures are for illustration purposes.
RELAX Each room has an open-air bath, tent sauna, and cold-water bath, using fresh water from Mt.
Fuji, where both the body and mind can be relaxed while surrounded by nature.
All rooms are equipped with a private open-air bath, tent sauna, and fresh water bath.
You can use the private baths any time and as often as you like during your stay, so you can enjoy without
worrying about anyone else.
Sweat it out in the tent sauna while being enveloped by the steam rising from the baths. You can use the
sauna as an evening gathering place or even start your day in the open-air bath. You are sure to feel
refreshed physically and mentally.

*The pictures are for illustration purposes.
GLAMOROUS An extraordinary experience through a blank space
Experience pleasant meal times in an indoor space.
Watch the flickering flames of the bonfire in the living room outside and talk to each other.
Take a break in the open-air bath while looking up at the night sky.
Work up a sweat in the tent sauna while being enveloped by the rising steam.
Enjoy staying with your beloved dog.
We have prepared facilities for you to have a unique experience in a unique space.

*The pictures are for illustration purposes.

⚫

Room specifications

Occupancy:
Size:
Dome tent
Dining space
Bathroom, changing room,
powder room

Amenities

Pet amenities
*Only for pet
rooms
*Subject to change.

friendly

2-6 guests
152.3 m2 (Inside tent 28.26 m2)
・Four single beds ・Desk useable as vanity, working space
・AC ・Air purifier ・Refrigerator ・Non-smoking room
・BBQ grill ・Cupboard ・Dining table
・AC ・Refrigerator ・Non-smoking room
・Double bathroom sink ・Two showers ・Open-air bath ・Cold water
bath ・Tent sauna (fits up to 4 people)・AC (in changing and powder
room)
・Dryer ・Flat iron ・Curler
・Shampoo ・Conditioner ・Body soap
・Toner ・Face lotion ・Cleansing oil ・Hyaluronic acid face masks
・Face towels ・Bath towels ・Yukata
・Toothbrush ・Body towel ・Razor ・Cotton swabs ・Hair ties ・
Cotton
・Comb
・Pet sheets ・Water bowl ・Food bowl ・Cage ・Dryer ・
Shampoo
・Poop bags ・Plastic bags ・Towels ・Roller ・Deodorizing spray
*Please bring your own dog food

■ Background for Vision’s Entry into the Glamping Business
〇 Having provided services to a large number of customers (corporate, individual, and visitors) for
many years.
Our Group, which includes Vision and related companies, is engaged in the two primary businesses of
GLOBAL WiFi, which provides mobile internet in Japan and overseas, and the Information and
Communications Service, which mainly provides various telecommunications services to newly established
corporations and startup businesses.
In addition, in the GLOBAL WiFi business, we continue to provide our customers with the best possible
service so that they can enjoy a more active and fulfilling travel experience by providing safe, secure and
comfortable services for leisure and business travelers, and also offer various travel-related services not only
for those traveling overseas from Japan, but also for tourists visiting Japan.
Therefore, Vision already has many both individual and corporate customers, providing useful services to each,
as well as providing new value by having the means to access a wide range of new demands.
Additionally, we have decided to provide new value by expanding our access to a wide range of new in-demand
groups, and have developed our travel-related business. We are now in the glamping business.
〇 Able to provide services that meet the domestic travel demand from travel loving customers, the
resurgent inbound demand, and changes in work styles.
In consideration of recent changes in the environment and world, Vision is responding to domestic travel
demand from our travel loving customer base.
We will also enhance our inbound related services in response to the renewed increase in visitors to Japan.
Also, we will provide a new form of travel and stay, a special experience for those who want to change the
way they work and spend time in an extraordinary space.
〇 Realizing a unique and special glamping experience by utilizing Vision's strengths in service creation
and operation.
Vision’s capabilities to date include the ability to build concepts that have created and provided innovative
solutions, know-how in operating bases, discernment, the ability to procure goods from the user's perspective,
the ability to utilize systems and IoT, and know-how in backyard operations, including delivery.
By making the most of these capabilities, we will provide to as many people as possible the unique glamping
experience that only Vision can offer.
“Vision Glamping Resort & SPA”

Glamping facilities and services developed by Vision. We provide extraordinarily unique spaces and services.
〇 Website URL: https://vision-glamping.com
〇 Main features:
1. Unique “completely private space type” glamping
A combination of independent domed tents and container houses that emphasize privacy creates a personal
space suitable for all weather.
This facility allows the guest to feel a sense of oneness with nature, which is the appeal of glamping.

2. All rooms are equipped with "special facilities" for a comfortable experience.
All rooms will be equipped with an open-air bath with high-quality hot spring water, regular bath, a tent
sauna, a fire, an all-weather private BBQ space, private toilets, and air conditioning.
3. Vision’s “full service” to make guests private stay even more special, including full use of IoT
To reduce the amount of human contact and support a comfortable stay, various IoTs will be fully utilized
for check-in, room entry, check-out procedures, and facility operations.
Also, we provide services such as free drinks (including alcohol), snacks and sweets, dinners so that one
can enjoy quality time without thinking about anything else.
4. “Special experiences” that can only be had at the destination
We will support the guest in experiencing the rich nature, unique to the region, by guiding them to various
activities and events.
5. “Collaboration with local partners” for hospitality that also encourages regional development and
revitalization
We will actively promote cooperation with local businesses and residents.
〇 Looking for Partners (Land, Operations, etc.)
Vision is aiming to open “Vision Glamping Resort & SPA” facilities throughout Japan and is looking for
partners. Please contact us if you have interest or advice.
・Contact: Through the website
・Candidates for partners: We are looking for partners who can provide advice or services in the following
areas.
Collaboration on local content (Local production for local consumption, provision of meals, various
experiential services in the area, etc.)
Various operations related to facility management (maintenance, transport services, various related operational
services, etc.)
Development of candidate sites (survey, purchasing, development)
■ Vision Inc. Company Profile
With the corporate philosophy of “To contribute to the global information and communications revolution”
and slogan of “More vision, more success,” Vision provides services primarily in the information and
communications field and makes decisions with a clear vision to help customers achieve greater success.
・ Trade Name: Vision Inc.
・ Tokyo Stock Exchange Prime Market (Code: 9416)
・ President, Founder & CEO: Kenichi Sano
・ Head Office: 5F Shinjuku i-Land Tower, 6-5-1 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
163-1305, JAPAN
・ Incorporated: December 2001 (Founded June 1995)
・ Capital: ¥2,514,702,000 (As of June 30, 2022)
・ Website: https://www.vision-net.co.jp/en/
・ Businesses:
1. GLOBAL WiFi® International / Domestic (Japan)
2. Information and Communications Service
Fixed-line telecommunications service / Mobile communications service / Broadband service
Office automation equipment service / Internet media services
3. Other travel-related business, etc.

